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THEY KEEP THE DESERT FIGHTERS FLYING

Already in the present Libyan campaign the ground crews of the R.A.F.
and the S.A.A.F, fighter squadrons in the desert have heen putting up new

records for keeping the aircraft serviceable, repairing those that have

"been damaged, and generally keeping the fighter force flying.

They have no hangars in the desert in which to work, no complicated
machinery to do their job. Directly the Campaign started the ground crews

gave up their tents. They went down to the dispersal areas and dug
themselves little holes in the desert beside the aircraft they wore tending.
Each man threw a couple’ of blankets into his own particular dugout, piled
some camel thorn over it as Some shelter from the sand and the heavy night dew

and there he has been living ever since.

• There are no set working hours for the ground crews. Twenty hours a day

is - about the average. All day long from dawn till dusk the fighters go out on

interception patrols, ground straffing and bombing escorts. They come back

sometimes with parts of the aircraft shot up. The ground crews are on the

job as soon as they have landed and there is no rest until the aircraft

are serviceable again.

Work does not cease with nightfall. Some of their jobs, such as

reloading guns, are done in darkness, simply by touch. If a man’must have

some light to carry out repairs no wraps a blanket round his head, drapes
it over the damaged part of the aircraft and works beneath it by the light
of a pencil torch.

Much of this night work has been carried out by the ground crews while

under bombardment from the air. The targets that the enemy might raiders seek

are the dispersed aircraft beside which the ground crews live and work. While

two aircraftmen were working on a recent night on one of the fighter landing

grounds with bombs dropping all round thorn, an incendiary landed on a

canvas covering and started to blase. They scrambled on to the aircraft, undid

the burning cover and got it away before the fuselage was even singed.

Another man found an unexploded bomb lying beneath the wing of the fighter

aircraft, A few minutes later he reported to the engineering officer that he

had disposed of the bomb and taken it well out into the desert. "I used

every precaution, sir”, he sand. "I dragged it away on the end of a piece
of rope”. The rope was three feet long.

The motto of the ground crews in the desert ,is "every fighter is precious
and every fighter must be in perfect flying condition" The workshop is a.

fitted lorry and the most valuable part of the organisation is ingenuity.

The ground crews are at the job now out on the desert landing grounds as

hard as over. For a. few hours during the night the weary aircraft man manages

to drop into a hole in the ground next to his fighter to get a little sleep.

He ignores the bombs that are dropping and the enemy raiders ground straffing

with gun fire. He is too weary from the day's work to care about that.

Before dawn the ground crews arc up again, gulping a mug of tea, warming

up the engines, testing the aircraft to ensure that they are in perfect
condition for the pilots. All day long they work with dust storms swirling

about them, refuelling, reloading guns, repairing damage.

Theirs is a job without heroics. It is nothing but ceaseless hard work in

the most trying conditions.

The only reward they seek is the knowledge that the serviceability of tneir

aircraft is higher than that of any other squadron. They keep the desert

fighter force flying and intend to keep it so as long as the campaign lasts.


